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P R O G R A M M E
9.30-9.50 Registration - lobby area, lecture theatre, Merrion Square entrance, level -1

9.50-10.05 WELCOMING ADDRESS

SESSION 1
10.05-10.25 Conservation of a Louis le Brocquy lithograph; use of paper pulp applied over

suction as an infilling technique
Ciara McQueirns, independent paper conservator 

10.25-10.45 Puck, pigments analysis and paintings conservators; onsite conservation of a 17 th 
century Dutch masterpiece
Corrie Masson, independent paintings conservator

10.45-11.00 Questions and answers session

11.00-11.30  Tea and coffee provided - sculpture courtyard, level 1

SESSION 2

11.30-11.50 Jumping through hoops: the challenges of working with stakeholders when
conserving relics
Karen Horton, independent textile and ethnographic  conservator

11.50-12.10 In the footsteps of Shackleton and Crean; conservation of Antarctic heritage
Ciarán Lavelle, objects conservator, Birmingham Museums Trust

12.15-12.35 Conservation of four Travellers’ tables acquired by N.M.I in 1994 and 1997
Patrick Boyle, objects conservator, National Museum of Ireland

12.35-12.50 Introducing Hillsborough Castle to Conservation 
David Orr, metalwork conservator, Hillsborough Castle 

12.50-13.00 Questions and answers session

13.00-13.50 Lunch break (lunch not provided) 

SESSION 3

13.50-14.00 The Heritage Council's Conservation Internship Scheme – 10 years on
Dr. Jane Maxwell, on behalf of the Heritage Council 

14.00-14.20 The Prodigal Son Series (c.1660’s) by Bartolomé Esteban Murillo; an examination of
technique
Muirne Lydon, paintings conservator, National Gallery of Ireland

14.20-14.40 Parchment, perforations and pigments; exploring the materiality of an early Qur’an
manuscript (CBL Is 1404) 
Kristine Rose-Beers, senior conservator manuscripts & books, Chester Beatty Library

14.40-14.55 Questions and answers session

14.55-15.10 Break

SESSION 4

15.10-15.30 Common sense(s) – identification of plastics in collections by non-analytical
methods
Dr Brenda Keneghan, materials scientist, Victoria & Albert Museum

15.30-16.30 KEYNOTE PRESENTATION - Conservation and collaboration across continents
Devi Ormond, J. Paul Getty Museum and Maria Canavan, National Gallery of Ireland

16.30-16.45 Questions and answers session

16.45-17.00 Closing remarks

17.30-late Drinks reception 
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CONSERVATION OF A LOUIS LE BROCQUY LITHOGRAPH -  USE OF PAPER PULP

APPLIED OVER SUCTION AS AN INFILLING TECHNIQUE 

Ciara McQueirns 

Louis le Brocquy (1916-2012) was one of Ireland’s most renowned artists and during a long career

produced a vast output of prints, tapestries, oil and watercolour paintings. The Paper Conservation Studio

has conserved a number of his works and received a le Brocquy lithograph with a large missing area in

March 2018. This presentation details the process and outcomes of repairing the print using paper pulp

infilled on a suction table. It will discuss the criteria under which pulping can be a viable, often less time

consuming and at times, easier method of repair. It  also briefly discusses previous projects carried out by

the author using pulp, referencing a dyed papermaking pulp technique developed by Alan Buchanan and it

will aim to present pulping as an option for treatment into the conservators’ mind.

PUCK, PIGMENTS ANALYSIS AND PAINTINGS CONSERVATORS; ONSITE

CONSERVATION OF A 17TH CENTURY DUTCH MASTERPIECE 

Corrie Masson 

In late 2014, painting conservators at the National Gallery of Ireland (NGI) embarked on a one year project

to conserve Jan Wyck’s ‘Battle of the Boyne’ (1693) at Malahide Castle. The project, generously supported

by the William E Connor Foundation and the Heritage Council, marked the first onsite, in-view of the public,

conservation project for the NGI’s conservation team. In addition, a new collaboration with the Centre of

Microscopy and Analysis at Trinity College Dublin enabled analysis of the paint materials to identify

pigments and techniques used by the artist. This presentation discusses the treatment of the painting;

focussing on the analytical findings and challenges of working in a public space.
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Jumping Through Hoops: challenges of working with stakeholders when conserving relics 

Karen Horton 

In 2016, the author was asked to project manage and undertake the conservation and re-display of a large group of

relics that had belonged to Nano Nagle (1718-1784). Nano devoted her life to the service of the poor, opening seven

schools for children, founding an alms-house for women, and most notably, founded the Presentation Order, for which

she was declared venerable in 2013 by Pope Francis. The Presentation Sisters continue her education and social

inclusion work today and in December 2017, Nano Nagle Place, a €10.5M Heritage Centre, opened in Cork on the

original site of her school and convent. It has been described as ‘a living showcase of one of Ireland’s greatest social

justice pioneers’ (Irish Examiner 19/12/2017). 

This presentation will discuss the many challenges of working with stakeholders. The Sisters had little knowledge of

conservation and were very reluctant to allow anyone to touch their most precious relics. It will focus on the conservation

of a silk apron removed from her coffin in 1874 by the Sisters and the subsequent serious deterioration caused by well-

intentioned actions. It will also touch on the ethical considerations when conserving and displaying such treasures.

In the footsteps of Shackleton and Crean: conservation of Antarctic heritage 

Ciarán Lavelle  

This presentation will look at the challenges of adapting traditional conservation methods to the needs of artefacts

stored in Antarctica’s harsh environmental conditions. In October 2016, the author travelled to Antarctica with the

Antarctic Heritage Trust, following in the footsteps of Irish explorers Ernest Shackleton and Tom Crean. There he

participated in three separate conservation projects within the Trust’s programme. The first was on artefacts from the

first Antarctic expedition led by the Norwegian explorer Carsten Borchgrevink at Cape Adare with a team of

conservators in Christchurch, New Zealand. The second project involved undertaking his own Antarctic expedition to

preserve New Zealand’s first Antarctic base ‘Scott Base’ built by explorer Edmund Hillary. The third project involved

camping undertaking routine conservation maintenance of Shackleton’s Nimrod hut at Cape Royds and Robert Falcon

Scott’s Terra Nova hut at Cape Evans.

These projects provided unique personal and professional challenges on a diverse range of artefacts and materials

which included corroding tins containing sardines, jam, pea soup, and hot lime-chocolate. Other challenges included

boxes of pest-eaten chocolate, a Victorian rubber punch-ball, leather boots full of penguin guano, a corroded iron snow-

melter and a 60-year-old half-eaten plate of food. 
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Conservation of four Travellers’ tables acquired by N.M.I in 1994 and 1997 

Patrick Boyle 

These spindly tables made of unworked branches and thin pine tops covered with wallpaper, were made in

the early part of the twentieth century. They are of simple construction and nailed together without the use

of joints or glue. All four tables have the same provenance from near Callan, Co. Kilkenny. Acquired for the

Irish Folk-life collections they are included in the exhibition “Travellers’ Journey” which opened in the

Museum of Country Life, Mayo  in July 2018.

This presentation briefly explains the condition assessment and conservation proposal. Treatment included 

cleaning all surfaces with a vacuum cleaner and smoke sponge, mechanically removal of iron corrosion,

which had penetrated into the surrounding wood and wood repair. One table had two layers of badly

damaged wallpaper covering; this was consolidated using Japanese repair tissue and starch paste. As part 

of the project, a “replica” table and a bespoke Correx™ boxes for each table were constructed.

Introducing Hillsborough Castle to Conservation 

David Orr

Hillsborough Castle, formerly managed by the Northern Ireland Office, was passed into the care of Historic

Royal Palaces in 2014,  to widen access to visitors as a heritage attraction by 2019. As a conservation

charity HRP’s aim is to protect the building and its contents “giving it the care and attention they deserve”

and to use it as a tool to tell the history of the castle and estate. This meant undertaking a sizeable task in

introducing conservation as a concept and at the same time, undertaking a multi-million-pound

refurbishment. There had not previously been a formal preventive or treatment conservation programme in

place at the castle. This presentation is about sharing the authors’ personal experiences in its introduction

to staff and the protecting of the collection. This required the assessment of the collection, analysing how

improvements could be made and taking action to meet the requirements of our many high profile lenders.

It will also discuss the requirement to move and protect over one thousand collection items within the

building, install protection requirements and overcome challenges and risks as the major project to

represent the castle proceeded.
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The Prodigal Son Series (c.1660’s) by Bartolomé Esteban Murillo; an examination of technique

Muirne Lydon 

 

A B S T R A C T S

One of the highlights of Spanish collection at the National Gallery of Ireland’s (NGI) is a series of six oil paintings by Bartolomé

Esteban Murillo (1617-1682), one of the most celebrated painters of the Spanish Golden Age. The paintings, which serialise

the parable of the Prodigal Son, have not been displayed publically since the early 1980s. The 6 works underwent extensive

technical analysis and research by a team of conservators and scientists at NGI and the Prado Museum, Madrid. Four

paintings in the series have been fully conserved with two remaining paintings to conserve in 2019. 

Murillo’s technique has been the subject of research from 1980 to this year, in celebration of the 400th anniversary of his birth.

The research on this series adds to the growing knowledge of how Murillo paint- ed. Through technical examination - with the

use of infrared reflectography, x-radiography, XRF and paint samples analysis - we can ascertain how the six paintings were

created and to what degree they have changed over the centuries. From the canvas to the grounds and pigments, these works

of art have been thoroughly studied. The information provided on Murillo materials is crucial to understanding these

masterpieces as objects, to fully appreciate his art and what we can see today. 

Parchment, perforations and pigments: exploring the materiality of an early Qur’an

manuscript (CBL Is 1404) 

Kristine Rose-Beers 

The pressing need to conserve a large early Qur’an manuscript on parchment (CBL Is 1404) has served as the catalyst for

significant investigation of early Islamic manuscript materials. 

This large 201 folio Qur’an - probably made in the 8th century - has suffered extensive water damage and subsequent

corrosion of the iron containing ink it was written with. It has in turn been subject to numerous layers of previous repairs, many

of which are now failing, ineffective, and incurring damage to the manuscript. This presentation will focus on initial findings of

material analysis of Chester Beatty manuscript Is 1404 undertaken in parallel to the development of a conservation

methodology for this manuscript.

Physical examination of the Chester Beatty manuscript has been complemented by parchment analysis undertaken in

collaboration with the University of York’s BioArCh (Biology, Archaeology and Chemistry) departments to identify the species

of animal used for the parchment, as well as providing a valuable indication of the high quality of parchment production at this

time. Non-invasive analytical examination of the 34 illuminated decorative bands by the EU-funded MOLAB has provided the

first comprehensive study of the palette in 8th century Islamic manuscript painting, adding to our understanding of early Islamic

manuscript materiality, as well as offering context for the Chester Beatty Qur’an.
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Common sense(s) – the identification of plastics in collections by non-analytical methods

Dr Brenda Keneghan 

Plastic objects are found in almost all collections and many papers have been written over the years

regarding their degradation and the risks some pose. The “conservation” of plastics requires a different

approach to that of the more traditional materials. There are many different types of plastic, with differing

degradation mechanisms and different risks posed. Not all museums or galleries, however, have the

analytical capability to identify the individual materials. This presentation describes the development of a

project to identify (at least) the 5 most “dangerous” plastics found in collections without the use of analytical

equipment. In many cases (depending on the collection) far more than these 5 can be identified.  
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Conservation and collaboration across continents 

Devi Ormond & Maria Canavan 

During recent renovations of the National Gallery of Ireland, the opportunity presented itself to embark on

a large-scale collaborative venture with the J. Paul Getty Museum. Guercino’s ‘Jacob Blessing the Sons of

Joseph’ (1620), considered to be one of the masterpieces in the National Gallery’s collection, was

selected for research and conservation treatment. The painting was brought to the Getty to be studied and

treated by a team consisting of conservators and curators from the J. Paul Getty Museum and the

National Gallery, and scientists from the Getty Conservation Institute’s Science Department. 

The Guercino Project was multi-faceted and resulted in the completion of a complex restoration treatment,

some pertinent findings into the painting’s history and the artist’s technique, as well as interesting insights

into challenges experienced during a rewarding two year-long international partnership.

This presentation will focus on the collaborative nature of the conservation profession practiced both

within the museum environment and in private practice. The lasting benefits attained from working with

other conservators, scientists, art historians and curators will be discussed in the context of several case

studies, amongst them being the Guercino Project. 
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